Abstract-In this paper, , the problem of cross-layer design of the link scheduling and flow control is studied in hybrid terrestrial-satellite wireless backhauling network. Considering network limitations and requirements, the target is to minimize the traffic delivery time by deciding the active backhauling links that can transmit simultaneously. Additionally, the proposed scheme provides a way to utilize the satellite links efficiently in order to provide the required link failure resiliency and traffic off-loading capability. Simulation results quantify the benefits of using the satellite links in cases of link failure and traffic congestion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless backhauling provides an efficient alternative to complement the wired backhauling solution of leasing bundled copper wires or using optical fiber cables due to their easy and low cost deployment and maintenance. The wireless backhauling should provide high throughput and reliable service to the end users as the wired backhauling does. Additionally, the different data applications which may contain a large volume of traffic should be supported. Accordingly, appropriate protocols as well as advanced radio technologies should be applied to boost the capacity of theses wireless links.
In wireless backhauling system, achieving maximum throughput in the network is not an easy task as it is not a question of optimizing the transmission parameters only, but it also requires a cross-layer optimization among the different layers to handle intelligently the link scheduling and traffic demand over the scheduled links. Each backhauling node operates as a gateway access point to its associated access nodes and at the same time as a wireless router to other nodes' traffic. By an adequate link activation policy, concurrent transmission of the network links can be achieved in the network while maintaining the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) above the expected receiving threshold, which increases the spectral efficiency and exploit the flexibility of the wireless network. On top of that, introducing additional satellite links to the conventional terrestrial wireless backhauling network offers additional Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) that should be explored by the network. The satellite backhauling links can provide additional capability to the wireless backhauling network to serve higher user demands. Accordingly, satellite links are not only used to increase the terrestrial links fault tolerance, but also in cases where traffic offloading is needed or in zones where terrestrial links have no coverage.
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol design for ad-hoc multi-antenna network is studied widely in the literature, e.g. see [1] , [2] and references therein. The schemes are based mainly on suboptimal heuristic algorithms. The techniques developed for ad-hoc networks are not suitable for backhaul mesh networks. This results mainly from the dissimilarity in the generated traffic flows between ad-hoc and backhauling mesh networks. In ad-hoc networks, the nodes exchange data between each others while in backhauling mesh networks, the different nodes deliver the generated traffic to/from the core network. Additionally, centralized entity coordinates resources distribution and admission control.
By solving the scheduling problem, the active links that can transmit simultaneously in the network are decided. Centralized scheduling to provide per flow Quality of Service (QoS) is investigated in [3] and [4] with and without spatial reuse, respectively. Additionally, a scheduling algorithm is developed in [5] to maximize the system utilization and achieve a proposed fairness objective that is linked with the actual traffic demand. In [6] , the interference impact and the available DoFs in each node are considered using an interference aware tree construction routing algorithm. The scheduling is performed via heuristic algorithms. By considering the flow control problem, the amount of traffic that should be routed on the different active links is decided. [7] , [8] showed that routing without any consideration of interference can lead to significant performance degradation in wireless networks.
The problem of joint flow control and scheduling in wireless mesh network is NP-complete problem [9] . In [10] , the joint optimization problem in Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)-based multi-hop wireless network with MIMO link is investigated. A constant factor approximation and heuristic algorithms are proposed. Distributed link scheduling and power control algorithm based on decomposing the system into multiple isolated MIMO broadcast subsystems is proposed in [11] . In [12] , cross physical-link layers design of wireless network with MIMO enabled nodes under power constraints is studied. The non-linear problem is solved by decomposing the problem into several sub-problems which are solved in a distributed manner. Afterwards, heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the same problem with lower computational complexity. In [13] , joint optimal design of flow control and MAC scheduling with beamforming at the physical layer is considered. The dual decomposition method is used to decouple the flow control and scheduling sub-problems. In [14] , joint optimization of flow control and scheduling is considered where the interfering links are determined according to the distance between the nodes. In [15] , the routing and scheduling scheme is proposed to handle the traffic dynamics and traffic uncertainty.
The work in this paper is different from the already mentioned papers in that it considers the joint flow control and link scheduling in a Spatial Time Division Multiple Access (STDMA) based wireless backhaul network, where both terrestrial and satellite links are available in the system. The problem is solved by taking into account the use of the satellite links in cases of traffic offloading, link failure and remote access. However, the system can be configured to have all unrestricted usage of the satellite links. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides details of the system model while Section III formulates the optimization problem. The optimization problem is solved in Section IV. Simulation results are provided and discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system considered in this work is a multi-hop wireless backhaul network, where there are several backhauling nodes that serve multiple users in a given geographical area. Not all the nodes have direct connection to the core network and hence reach the core network through multi-hop links. Additionally, some nodes have hybrid terrestrial-satellite communication capabilities which enable them to reach the core network through satellite. The considered multi-hop network is depicted in Fig. 1 .
The network is modeled as a directed graph G = {N , L} where N = {0, 1, · · · , N} is the set of all backhauling nodes (vertices) n equipped with multiple antennas. Node 0 represents the core network and L is the set of all available links (edges). A link exists between two nodes if they are in the transmission range of each other, i.e.
is the distance between the transmitter on the l th link, t(l), and the receiver on the l th link, r(l). T t(l) is the transmission range of the transmitting node t(l). The incidence matrix of the graph G is defined as follows
if the node n is transmitting on l, −1, if the node n is receiving on l, 0, otherwise
Additionally, to indicate whether a given link is active or not in a given scheduling configuration, the following binary variable is defined
where c is a possible link scheduling configuration that includes all the active links, i.e. c = {a c l , ∀l ∈ L}. We are considering the uplink scenario, where the traffic generated at the different nodes is transmitted to the core network. However, a similar approach can be used for the downlink case. Not all the links in the system can be active at the same time due to radio or interference constraints. Accordingly, the objective is to decide which link scheduling configuration should be active at a given time scheduling interval and decide at the same time the amount of flow that should be transmitted on the different active links of the selected scheduling configuration. Accordingly, STDMA is employed so that the time slots can be shared by simultaneous transmission whenever possible. In the following subsections, details of the radio and interference constraints are discussed.
A. Radio Constraints
The transceivers in the backhauling nodes are assumed to be working in half-duplex mode. Accordingly, any backhauling node can either transmit, or receive and suppress interference at the same time. This is usually called the primary conflict. 
Equivalently, (3) can be written as j∈O
When multiple link transmission is not allowed, i.e. single transmission link per node, the half-duplex transmission constraint becomes l∈Ln a c l ≤ 1∀n ∈ N . A system with a full duplex Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) capabilities can transmit and receive simultaneously and hence, this radio constraint is not applied. This is also valid if the system uses any In-Band Full-Duplex (IBFD) techniques.
B. Interference Constraints
The activation of the links does not depend only on the radio limitation, but also on the level of interference between the neighboring nodes. Accordingly, two interfering links should not be activated simultaneously. This type of conflict is called the secondary conflict. A scheduling configuration is the set of links that are free from both primary and secondary conflicts. As the interference cannot be eliminated completely while sharing network resources, minimum SINR guarantee on every active link is a possible way to decide the active links. The approach of optimizing the use of the available DoFs presented in [10] or the one that solves the problem of finding the transmit and receive performing weight [13] , [16] can be applied. We assume that the system has sufficient resources and DoFs to use the different links and maintain the minimum required SINR on the links.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We are interested in the problem of upstreaming the aggregated traffic generated by the different users in a given geographical area to the core network. A similar approach can be followed for the downstream as well. The target is to decide which scheduling configuration should be used at a given time, as well as the amount of traffic that should be transmitted on each link. The Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF) model is assumed here, considering that the queuing effect is negligible at each backhauling node and the aggregate traffic demand per cell is constant over the scheduling execution time. Let f d l represents the amount of flow assigned to the l th link and corresponding to the commodity d. The generated traffic at each backhauling node is considered as a single commodity s n . The flow conservation law should be satisfied to ensure that the sum of ingoing and outgoing flows belonging to the commodity d at each relaying backhauling node is equal; which can be expressed mathematically as
Note that Node 0 and Node d are excluded in (4) as they are representing the source and destination nodes. For each source backhauling node, the sum of the traffic should be equal to the amount of the traffic generated in the node as given in the following equation
The sum of flows belonging to different commodities that are passing through a given link should not exceed the capacity of that link. Let λ c denotes the fraction of time in which the scheduling configuration c is active andC to represent the number of all possible scheduling configurations, hence the effective MAC layer capacity is expressed as
where x l is the physical layer capacity which depends on the physical layer resources like power, bandwidth, interference, etc. The joint flow control and link scheduling problem with admissible traffic, i.e. c∈C λ c ≤ 1, can be mathematically formulated as follows min
where C1 and C2 satisfy the flow conservation law, while C3 represents the MAC layer capacity constraints. C4 and C5 ensure positive values of both the amount of flow and the scheduling configuration time ratios.
represents the utility function which is selected in a way that captures the objective of both minimizing the scheduling time to deliver a fixed amount of traffic and at the same time to account for the cost of using the satellite links when compared with the terrestrial links. Accordingly, the utility function is formulated as
where Δ is a positive constant that is multiplied by the sum of flows on the satellite links. S is the set that contains all the satellite links. Once an amount of flow is allocated to any satellite link, the utility function increases. However, the effect of this increment on the utility function is calibrated by selecting the value of Δ. By considering this utility function and suitable value of Δ, the satellite links are used in case the amount of traffic is not schedulable by the terrestrial nodes or in case of link failure that prevents a node from reaching the core network. Accordingly, taking advantage of the inclusion of higher capacity satellite links with continues availability and with no interference with the terrestrial links, and avoid using the satellite links when the terrestrial network is capable of scheduling the traffic. Similar utility function has not been considered before. One of the main contributions of this paper is to reveal the benefits of using the satellite backhanding in case of link failure and traffic congestion.
IV. SOLUTION OF THE JOINT FLOW CONTROL AND SCHEDULING PROBLEM
To obtain the optimal solution for problem (7) , all the scheduling configurations should be generated so that the problem is solved over all of them. Generating all the possible configurations is not practical as the number of configurations grows exponentially with the size of the network. Alternatively, column generation technique can be used to solve the problem over a subset of the possible scheduling configurations [13] , [17] . This approach is widely applied in large sized linear programming setups. In general terms, the column generation method has two main parts, the master problem and the pricing one. The master problem consists of solving the original problem with a restricted scheduling configurations while the pricing problem incorporates the dual variables found by the master problem to find the new scheduling configuration (column) to be added to the initial restricted scheduling configurations. The process continues until no new/better scheduling configuration is added. LetC T ⊂C represents a subset of the scheduling configurations, hence the master problem can be re-formulated mathematically as follows
To solve problem (9) by applying the dual composition technique, the dual problem associated with the primal prob-lem (9) can be written as
where μ l are the dual variables associated with the MAC layer capacity constraint and g(μ l ) is the dual function defined as follows g (μ l ) min
where
is the Lagrangian function given by
The Lagrangian function can be re-arranged as
The first two terms contain the link scheduling variable λ c while the last two terms contain the flow control variable f d l . Accordingly, the dual function can be separated into two independent sub-problems. The link scheduling sub-problem can be formulated as
and the flow control sub-problem can be formulated as
The subgradient method [18] is used to solve the dual problem with guaranteed convergence. After finding the optimal solution, i.e. f d * l and λ * c of the dual function at a given dual point μ l , the dual variables at the (i+1) th iteration are updated as follows (16) where δ (i) is the step size that can be updated according to the nonsummable diminishing step size policy [18] .
Once the master problem is solved, the pricing problem is solved by ensuring that the reduced cost of any new scheduling configuration satisfies
If the resulting reduced cost is not negative or the obtained configuration set is already available inC T , the obtained solution of the master problem is the optimal solution of the main problem. If the cost is negative, the obtained scheduling configuration is added toC T and the master problem is solved again. To summarize the solution procedures, firstly a subset of the scheduling configurations is selected. Afterwards, the master problem is solved considering the restricted scheduling configuration set to find the dual variables related to the MAC layer capacity constraints. These dual variables are used to find a possible new scheduling configuration via solving the pricing problem. Depending on the reduced cost value and the existence of the obtained scheduling configuration in the subset used by the master problem, the algorithm decides whether the solution is found or a new iteration is required after adding the obtained scheduled configuration to the initial restricted subset.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
To show the performance of the proposed scheme, the topology depicted in Fig. 1 is considered where there are 11 nodes and 34 directional links. The proposed solution is not restricted to the simulated topology in Fig. 1 and can be applied to any hybrid terrestrial-satellite network. The numbers above the links refer to the link's number. The mobile core network is referenced as Node 0. Nodes 4 and 10 are assumed to be hybrid satellite-terrestrial nodes and connected to satellite (Node 11) while the rest of the nodes are assumed to be terrestrial only. The satellite node is forwarding the incoming traffic and has no generated traffic. We assume that the system has sufficient resources and DoFs to use these links and maintain the minimum required SINR on the links. All the nodes traffic demands as well as the channel capacities are normalized to 1 Mbps. We consider that the two satellite links have capacities of 160 Mbps which is the double of the capacities of the terrestrial links. The algorithm performance is not depending on a specific selection of these parameters. We always consider the uplink streaming; however, the downlink streaming is similar and can be adopted accordingly. The starting set of scheduling configurationsC T represents a simple TDMA scheme, i.e. only one link is active in every scheduling configuration.
First, we compare the performance of the proposed scheme at different iterations and check the convergence of the column generation method to the optimal solution. The optimal solu- tion is evaluated considering all the maximal transmission sets. The scheduling cost against the iteration number is plotted in Fig. 2 with Δ = 1 and different traffic demands. All the terrestrial nodes are assumed to have the same amount of generated traffic. It is revealed that the column generation technique is capable of achieving the optimal solution with few iterations. The dotted horizontal lines represent the optimal value for each traffic demand. It can be seen from the figure, that more scheduling cost is required when the traffic demand per node increases. This is due to the need of scheduling higher traffic and the use of the different scheduling configurations for an extended period of time.
The utility function in (8) has two main parts. The first part represents the scheduling cost, which is the summation of the fraction of time over which a given scheduling configuration is used. The second part consists of the multiplication of constant Δ by the traffic flow on the satellite links. Selecting high value of Δ enforces the system to avoid transmitting on satellite links unless the traffic is not schedulable by the terrestrial network, i.e. c∈C λ c ≤ 1. Accordingly, this case enable the satellite usage only whenever necessary. Another case is considering a zero or close to zero Δ. In this case, the system assumes that the satellite links are always available even for a small amount of traffic. The third case considers selecting a value for Δ that makes the system behave in an intermediate state between blocking the use of satellite if the terrestrial links are sufficient and enable the free use of the satellite links. The case of high value of Δ is used for the rest of simulations. Fig. 3 depicts the scheduling cost of the network with high Δ where the proposed utility function is compared with networks with the cases of having always available satellite links and with no available satellite links. We referred to these cases by "SAT ON" and "SAT OFF", respectively. Additionally, we referred to the proposed scheme by "Delta". It can be noted that the scheduling time increases with the increment of the traffic per node and always the "SAT ON" scheme has the lowest scheduling cost. As expected, when the traffic is schedulable by the terrestrial nodes, the proposed utility function network acts as "SAT OFF". Once the traffic can not be schedulable by the terrestrial nodes, i.e. the scheduling cost is more than one, the satellite links are used with the terrestrial ones to schedule the traffic. The value of the scheduling cost is always one because the algorithm, by applying the proposed utility function, tries to reduce as much as possible the amount of traffic transmitted by the satellite links. Hence, it is not searching only for the scheduling configurations that enable reduced scheduling time but also that allow minimal traffic to flow over the satellite links.
To simulate the link failure, the amount of traffic demand per node is assumed to be s d = 10. Firstly, we assume that links between the Nodes 1,2 and the core network are failed. Accordingly, the nodes have to reach the core network through the satellite. For the link congestion simulation, the amount of traffic demand per node is assumed to be s d = 10 prior to congestion. It is assumed that the traffic generated at Node 4 is increased due to an event with s 4 = 100. This increment in the traffic limits the ability of the terrestrial links to schedule the traffic and hence, part of this traffic should reach the core network through the satellite link. Fig. 6 depicts the flow assignment per link after the congestion. The prior to congestion traffic assignment is already plotted in Fig. 4 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of allowing concurrent transmissions over the network links is addressed. The problem of cross-layer design of the flow control and link scheduling policies in hybrid terrestrial-satellite wireless backhaul network is treated with the objective of minimizing the time required to deliver the traffic. The problem is solved by taking into account the use of the satellite links only in cases of traffic offloading, link failure and remote access. The active links are selected based on the network requirements and limitations. As considering all the links activation possibilities is not practical, column generation technique is used to obtain the optimal solution with lower complexity and guaranteed convergence. The benefits of using the satellite links in cases of link failure and traffic congestion are revealed via simulations. We are working on developing a radio resource management framework in order to consider efficient utilization of the network resources. Additionally, incorporation of traffic differentiation aware algorithm in the system is being studied to take delay sensitive applications into consideration.
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